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Abstract

As products are growing more complex, so is their
documentation. With an increasing number of
product options, the diversity in service and main-
tenance procedures grows accordingly. Different
variants of a model line consist of different com-
ponents and thus require different service proce-
dures. SIEMENS Medical Solutions has thus de-
cided, instead of having one common on-line ser-
vice handbook for all its Magnetic Resonance To-
mographs, to fragment the on-line documentation
into small (help) packages, out of which a suitable
subset is selected for each individual product in-
stance. Selection of help packages is controlled by
XML terms encoding Boolean choice conditions.
To assure that the set of available help packages is
sufficient for all valid product instances, we devel-
oped a tool calledHelpCheckerthat uses SAT- and
BDD-based methods to guarantee completeness of
the on-line documentation and to support authors in
finding residual gaps.

1 Introduction
Complex products require complex handbooks. Unfortu-
nately, product manuals traditionally encompass not only
those particular features the customer ordered, but all pos-
sible components of the whole model line. Over the last
years, many products (e.g. cars, computers, telecommunica-
tion equipment, medical devices) have seen a tremendous in-
crease in the number of available product options, the hand-
books grew in size accordingly, thus making matters even
worse.

Ideally, each product instance would be equipped with its
own product manual, covering only the functionality that is
in fact relevant for that product instance. However, this ap-
proach is still not very common, perhaps due to the fact that
it would require a configuration of the manuals themselves in
conjunction with the configuration of the product.

SIEMENS Medical Solutions recently introduced a new
XML-based product configuration system for their Magnetic
Resonance (MR) Tomographs. In the course of this introduc-
tion, they decided to equip their products with individually
configured on-line service manuals. Now, the material of all

handbooks is split up into smaller help packages, each cover-
ing a clearly delimited topic. Each service handbook is then
automatically generated as a suitable selection of those pack-
ages. Selection of packages is controlled by Boolean logic
formulae encoded as XML terms, and during configuration of
a product instance its manual is configured simultaneously.

The authors of the help packages can decide autonomously
about how to break down the whole help documentation into
smaller packages. So it is their own decision whether to write
a whole bunch of smaller packages, one for each system con-
figuration, or to integrate similar packages into one. Writing
of service manuals does not follow the configuration struc-
ture of each individual system but is done for similar service
situations across all product lines. However, this approach
makes it hard to determine whether all needed help packages
already have been written or whether there are cases that still
need to be covered. To guarantee completeness of the manu-
als for all possible, valid product instances a final cross-check
is needed. We therefore developed a tool calledHelpChecker,
which informs the authors of the documentation department
which parts of the manual they still have to write.

In the following, we describe the method used by
SIEMENS for documenting their MR products, how service
manuals are associated with product instances, and how we
check the set of all help packages for completeness with our
add-on toolHelpChecker.

2 Configuring SIEMENS MR Tomographs
Many different formalisms have been proposed to model the
structure of complex products[Mittal and Frayman, 1989;
Sabin and Weigel, 1998; Soininenet al., 1998; McGuiness
and Wright, 1998; K̈uchlin and Sinz, 2000]. The method
used by SIEMENS for the configuration of their MR systems
was developed in collaboration with the first author of this pa-
per and resembles the approach presented by Soininenet al.
[Soininenet al., 1998]. Structural information is explicitly
represented as a tree. This tree serves two purposes: first, it
reflects the hierarchical assembly of the device, i.e. it shows
the constituent components of larger (sub-)assemblies; and,
second, it collects all available, functionally equivalent con-
figuration options for a certain functionality. These two dis-
tinct purposes are reflected by two different kinds of nodes in
the tree, as can be seen from the example in Fig. 1:Type
Nodesrepresent configurable entities and are employed to
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Figure 1: Product Structure of Magnetic Resonance Tomo-
graphs (Simplified Example).

reflect the hierarchical structure of the product;Item Nodes
represent individual configuration options. The two types of
nodes appear strictly alternatingly on each path of the tree.
All of a Type Node’s children thus are Item Nodes and vice
versa. Each Item Node is one configuration possibility for the
parent node.

From the example tree shown in Fig. 1 we may, e.g.,
conclude that there are two alternatives for choosing aSys-
tem: HarmonyandConcerto. A Harmonysystem possesses
three configurable (direct) subcomponents, of typeMPCU,
Receiver, andRx4, respectively. The receiver, in turn, may
be selected from the two alternativesR-2 andR-4. Choos-
ing the latter option puts an additional restriction on the con-
figurable componentRx4: this has to be selected in its form
X2. Each type node possesses additional attributesMinOc-
cursandMaxOccursto bound the number of subitems of the
respective type to admissible values. Assuming that for each
type exactly one item has to be selected (i.e.MinOccurs=
MaxOccurs= 1 for all type nodes), the configuration tree
shown in Fig. 1 permits, e.g., the following valid configura-
tion (set of assignments):

Type= Main System= Harmony

MPCU = 300MHz Receiver= R-4

Rx4 = X2

3 Configuring Service Manuals
Within the SIEMENS system, the tree describing all product
configurations is represented as an XML term. The term cor-
responding to the tree of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 4. All XML
terms are checked for well-formedness using XML Schemas
[XMLSchema, 2001]. Part of the XML Schema describ-
ing valid XML terms for product configurations is shown in
Fig. 5.

The on-line help pages that are presented to the user of
an MR system may depend on the configuration of the sys-
tem. For example, help pages should only be offered for those

components that are in fact present in the system configura-
tion. Moreover, for certain service procedures (e.g., tune up,
quality assurance), the pages depend not only on the system
configuration at hand, but also on the (workflow) steps that
the service personnel already has executed. Thus, the help
system depends both on the configuration and the state of the
workflow.
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Figure 2: Illustration of Help Packages: For each system con-
figuration and workflow state a suitable help package has to
be selected (controlled by dependencies).

To avoid writing the complete on-line help from scratch for
each possible system configuration and all possible workflow
states, the whole help system is broken down into smallHelp
Packages(see Fig. 2). A help package contains documents
(text, pictures, demonstration videos) on a specialized topic.
The authors of the help packages decide autonomously about
how they break down the whole help document into smaller
packages. So it is their own decision whether to write a whole
bunch of smaller packages, one for each system configura-
tion, or to integrate similar packages into one.

<Package ID="HLP_HP-1-181203-01-001" Name="HP-1-...">
<Content> ... </Content>
<Dependencies>

<Dependency>
<RefType IDREF="INT_Workflow">

<RefItem IDREF="INI_Workflow_TUNEUP"/>
</RefType>
<RefType IDREF="INT_System">

<RefItem IDREF="INI_System_003"/>
</RefType>

</Dependency>
</Dependencies>

</Package>

<Context>
<RefType IDREF="INT_System">

<RefItem IDREF="INI_System_003"/>
</RefType>
<RefType IDREF="INT_Workflow">

<RefItem IDREF="INI_Workflow_TUNEUP"/>
</RefType>
<RefType IDREF="INT_WorkflowMode">

<RefItem IDREF="INI_WorkflowMode_General"/>
</RefType>
<RefType IDREF="INT_WorkflowSfp">

<RefItem IDREF="INI_WorkflowSfp_SfpTuncalOpen"/>
</RefType>

</Context>

Figure 3: Example of a Help Package (with Dependencies)
and a Help Context.

Now, in order to specify the assignment of help packages
to system configurations, a list ofdependenciesis attached



<Config auto-ns1:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="Config.xsd"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

<Structure>
<Type IDREF="INT_ConsoleType" MinOccurs="1" MaxOccurs="1">

<Item IDREF="INI_ConsoleType_Sat"/>
<Item IDREF="INI_ConsoleType_Main">

<SubType IDREF="INT_System" MinOccurs="1" MaxOccurs="1">
<!-- Harmony -->
<Item IDREF="INI_System024">

<SubType IDREF="INT_Comp_MPCU" Default="INI_Comp_MPCU300" ReadOnly="true" MinOccurs="1" MaxOccurs="1">
<Item IDREF="INI_Comp_MPCU300"/>

</SubType>
<SubType IDREF="INT_Comp_RXNumOf" Default="INI_Comp_RXNumOf1" MinOccurs="1" MaxOccurs="1">

<Item IDREF="INI_Comp_RXNumOf1"/>
<Item IDREF="INI_Comp_RXNumOf2"/>

</SubType>
<SubType IDREF="INT_Comp_ReceiverNumOf" MinOccurs="1" MaxOccurs="1">

<Item IDREF="INI_Comp_ReceiverNumOf2"/>
<Item IDREF="INI_Comp_ReceiverNumOf4">

<Conditions>
<Condition Type="INT_Comp_RXNumOf" Op="eq" Value="INI_Comp_RXNumOf2"/>

</Conditions>
</Item>

</SubType>
</Item>
<!-- Concerto --> ...

</SubType>
</Item>

</Type>
</Structure>

</Config>

Figure 4: Product Structure Tree of Fig.1 in XML Representation (Excerpts).

to each help package, in which the author lists the system
configurations and workflow states for which his package is
suitable (see Fig. 3 for an example): all of a dependency’s
RefType /RefItem assignments must match in order to ac-
tivate the package and to include it into the set of on-line help
pages for that system. Multiple matching situations may be
specified by associating furtherDependency -elements with
the package.

The situations for which help packages must be available
are specified by the engineering department using so-called
Help Contexts. A help context determines system parameters
and workflow steps for which a help package must be present.
Examples for both a help package and a context (in XML rep-
resentation) can be found in Fig. 3. The help package of this
example fits any state of workflowtune upand all configura-
tions ofSystem003. The example’s context specifies that for
stepTuncalOpenin the tune upprocedure forSystem003 a
help package is required, in case the workflow mode is set to
General.

Currently, almost a thousand help contexts have been de-
fined for eleven MR systems (model lines), each with millions
of different configuration possibilities. So, in spite of in-depth
product knowledge, it is a difficult and time consuming task
for the authors of help packages to find gaps (missing pack-
ages) or overlaps (ambiguities in package assignment) in the
help system. To assist the authors, we therefore developed
theHelpCheckertool, which is able to perform cross-checks
between the set of valid system configurations, the situations
for which help may be requested (determined by the contexts)
and the situations for which help packages are available (de-
termined by the packages’ dependencies).

4 Checking Completeness and Consistency
Our implementationHelpCheckeris a C++ program that
builds upon Apache’s Xerces XML parser to read the
SIEMENS MR product structure and help package depen-
dencies. From these data, it generates two propositional logic
formulae:1

(A) Completeness of the help system. If this formula is
valid, then for all valid MR configurations and all situa-
tions in which help may be requested, at least one match-
ing help package is specified (via its dependencies).

(B) No overlaps between help packages. If this formula
is satisfiable, there is a valid system configuration and a
situation for which help may be requested (by a context)
with more than one matching help package: an overlap
exists (i.e. a fault in the help package assignment).

After having generated these formulae, they are checked for
validity resp. satisfiability using BDD-based methods. In case
of an error condition, a formula is generated describing the
set of situations in which this error occurs. This formula, call
it F , is simplified by existential abstraction over irrelevant
variables using standard BDD techniques (i.e. by replacingF
by ∃xF or, equivalently, byF |x=0 ∨ F |x=1 for an irrelevant
propositional variablex).

HelpCheckeris embedded into a larger interactive author-
ing system for the writers of the help packages at SIEMENS.
The authoring system offers a graphical user interface, by
which the help packages’ content and dependencies can be
entered and maintained. The overall structure of the hand-
books as well as the hyperlinks between different pages of

1Details on how these formulae are generated can be found in
another publication[Sinz and K̈uchlin, 2004].



Figure 5: Graphical representation of the part of the XML-Schema that deals with the product structure.

the documentation are pre-specified by the technical depart-
ment and cannot be altered by the help package authors. This
also means that there is no intra-page hypertext navigation
that is under control of the help checker. Versioning of prod-
ucts and handbooks is supported by the underlying XML data
base schemas. In the authoring tool editors have to select a
special version of the data they are working on, however. This
also means that help packages for a follow-up version of the
documentation may only be copied from an older version, but
there is no way to specify (by constraints) that they are also
valid for the new edition.

Production use of the system is just starting, thus we do
not have user feedback yet, and can only report on manually
created test cases (that were generated by SIEMENS docu-
mentation experts, though). These tests contained eleven ba-
sic MR systems, 964 help contexts and twelve (dummy) help
packages. The BDDs reflecting test formulae (A) and (B)
contained up to 9715 nodes and 458 variables (with interme-
diate BDD sizes during formula generation of over 100,000
nodes).2 A complete check of our experimental XML help—
including computation of error situations—took 6.96 sec-
onds. The input data we used already contain the com-
plete configuration structure for all of SIEMENS’ current MR
model lines. However, the number of help packages is much
lower than what we expect during production use.

5 Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that individually configured ser-
vice handbooks are feasible. By using a propositional logic
encoding for both system configurations and the assignment
of handbook chapters (help packages) to product instances,
we were able to employ advanced Boolean logic techniques
(like BDDs). Those turned out to have enough potential to
handle the problems brought up by our completeness and con-
sistency checks. Although we have demonstrated the feasi-
bility of our method only for the MR systems of SIEMENS

2We have also conducted experiments using a SAT-Solver in-
stead of the BDD package, and obtained very promising results.

Medical Solutions, we suppose that the presented techniques
are also usable for other complex products. More generally,
we expect that a wide range of cross-checks between XML
documents can be computed efficiently using propositional
logic techniques.
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